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china’s maritime claims unlawful: us report
Singapore has held onto its spot atop the list of the world's best maritime cities, according to a recent report from

maritime law reports
The Philippines welcomed the U.S. State Department’s 47-page report on China’s “unlawful” maritime claims,
saying this affirms Manila’s

singapore remains world's top maritime hub
The Government has passed legislation reshaping the consenting regime for development in the maritime area.
According to a recent Government press release, the Maritime Area Planning Act “ represents

us report vs china’s ‘unlawful’ maritime claims affirms ‘legally binding’ 2016 arbitral ruling – dfa
As important as it is to reduce NOx and Sox emissions, the maritime industry is only just now turning its attention
to ratcheting down GHG emissions emanating from the world’s fleet.

the maritime area planning act
Report details Washington's case against Beijing's claims in the disputed waters. . Read more at straitstimes.com.

maritime air emissions
A State Department research paper says China has no basis under international law for its claims. . Read more at
straitstimes.com.

beijing says new south china sea report by us is misleading, distorts international law
The skipper of a commercial fishing boat has been fined for failing to report a serious onboard accident in which a
crew member's fingertips were severed.

us report outlines legal arguments against china’s maritime claims; beijing dismisses us assertions
The following is the January 2022 Office of Ocean and Polar Affairs, Bureau of Oceans and International
Environmental and Scientific Affairs in the U.S. Department of State report, Limits in the Seas

skipper fined for failing to report severed fingers
China has defended its "historical rights" to virtually the entire South China Sea, following a new US government
report saying Beijing's claims are almost

state department report on chinese claims in the south china sea
China on Thursday defended its “historical rights” to virtually the entire South China Sea, following a new U.S.
government report saying Beijing’s claims are almost entirely invalid. Foreign Ministry

china defends sweeping maritime claims
There is no customary international law that supports a system of straight baselines around a coastal state’s
offshore groups of islands

china defends sweeping maritime claims after us criticism
The 44-page report finds China's vast maritime claims in the South China Sea to be inconsistent with international
law.

us report debunks china’s claims to east vietnam sea
The Bay of Bengal, the northeastern part of the Indian Ocean, is of great political, economic, and cultural
importance to its coastal countries of Sri Lanka, India, Bangladesh, Myanmar, Thailand, and

u.s. dismisses china's claims in south china sea in state department report
The US on Wednesday laid out its most detailed case yet against Beijing’s “unlawful” claims in the South China
Sea, rejecting the geographic and historic bases for its vast, divisive map. In a 47-page
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